All United Against Terrorism
th

On June 26 , 2015, a shootout orchestrated by the tenants of the death shot down at the hotel IMPERIAL
MARHABA, on the beautiful beaches of the coastal city, Sousse, thirty two of the hosts of Tunisia, innocents, who
came to discover our country,
Tunisia, a country of meetings for millennia, has, throughout history, honored and thanked its hosts. The new
ideology that falls on the world, that of Salafism rejecting difference, diversity and happiness To live together, has, by
this gesture, unveiled his true face, that of a murderous and savage sect of troubled origins and whose foundations
are rejected by all.
Certainly, political collusion orchestrated by certain regimes have allowed this backward thinking to
proliferate to turn into an organized army, Women and men of law, defenders of freedoms, the rights of peoples
and civilization are called to a militant and contentious presence at the scene of the crime, The ... in a robe, and to
parade in a long walk that will leave from the hotel IMPERIAL MARHABA in Sousse towards the shores of Boujaafar,
those same ones, by which, in good weather, sparkle the lights of our neighbors of the south of Europe to tell the
world, the Mediterranean our "Marenostrum", a living stock of all the civilizations that the earth has known since
those of the east passing by Greece then Carthage and Rome, This same sea, united by its two shores, united by the
will of its men and women from all horizons, guardians of respect for the law, respect for others, human rights and
the rights of defense, We will all walk together In the diversity of our bars, our rights, united by an unwavering
desire to live together, to live in diversity, to dream of a world where religion remains a personal matter where
women and men, in the greatness of Their humanity, will work for the dignity of the human race, respect for the
beliefs of all and the right of all to respect.
Sisters, Brothers of all the countries of the world of all legal systems, the Tunisian revolution was a major fact
of this 21st century, it announced on January 14, 2011, a new era, that of democracy and freedom, the Ideologies
have seized the dream of the unemployed and the left behind, descended in the Tunisian cities claiming their right
to life and dignity.

What was to become a spring was transformed in many countries into a cold and gloomy winter, carrying
away in its deluge of fire and tears whole communities whose only offense was to be different by culture, Language
or religion.

It would be unforgivable for women and lawyers, those defenders of the widow and the orphan, to remain
silent, to accommodate themselves to these dictatorships which try to settle down by the logic of fear that seizes
hold of certain of us, bringing them to silence, acceptance and indifference.
No ! Sisters and brothers, the Tunisian Bar, Nobel Peace Prize 2015, invites you to live history.
Your title, your conscience call you to come to Sousse, the hotel IMPERIAL, to be the D-day to go,
Yes! Sisters and Brothers, you will tell your children, your friends, your parents that you have responded to
the call of dignity, the call of memory, the call of the Tunisian lawyers, martyred by a macabre ideology of which it is
innocent, an ideology hatched elsewhere, far from its generous and welcoming lands and which tries to settle
among its own by the will of diffuse, occult forces that history will judge one day.
Sisters and Brother, honor by your presence the memory of those who fell on the shores of Boujaafar, a few
kilometers from the southern shores of Europe, whose only misdemeanors were to have considered themselves
citizens of the world, Be considered hosts of a country with eternal traditions, host to the lands that have sheltered
one of the greatest civilizations in the world, that of Carthage, hosts of the great military chief Hannibal who, in his
private thoughts, considered the Mediterranean as one and only Territory that Carthage would govern not by fear
but by trade and exchange.
History has been different, and Rome has had the last word, but Carthage has remained in the memory of all,
historians and record of the various peoples who succeeded one another on these lands of Afriquia, glorious, Plural
and mother of the first constitution that the world knew.
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Let us be many to be there, defy all the obstacles and commitments to be, by the thousands, present at the
Hotel IMPERIAL in a robe and walking to say: "no to terror, no to crime, no to massacre, yes to Life "and finally to
engage in a tough and difficult struggle, the war against extremism and the rejection of the other.
Islam in its first greatness has brought together men with different cultures, different races to found a
civilization, that of mathematics and algebra, that of sociology whose father is native of our Tunisian lands,
Abderrahmen IBN KHALDOUN , Born in Tunis in 1332.
An open-air museum, Tunisia will be a place of encounters towards and against all; it will remain so by our will
and yours.
Our walk will be a one for peace, a walk to say that women and men in robes will be an awakened and
uncompromising rampart against all totalitarian, sectarian and obscurantist ideologies, we will walk together and
show our refusal of this sanguinary logic which tries to impose itself on the people at the dawn of this 21st century.
Honor to the innocent dead on the shores of Boujaafar, honor to the innocent dead at the Bardo Palace on
March 18th, 2015 Honor to the innocent dead in Paris, Brussels, Nice, Berlin and all our wonderful cities of Africa,
Europe And indeed that our land remains a land of peace and difference.
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